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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on the obligatory movement operations that Najdi Arabic (NA) verb forms 
must undergo to satisfy the morphosyntactic requirements within the minimalist program (MP). 
Recall that the practice of the MP syntactic theory, including its further advancements, proposed 
by Chomsky (1995, 2000, 2001) springs from the fact that the grammar of a language starts 
basically from the lexicon from which suitable words are selected to form clauses. The selected 
words undergo some syntactic operations such as Merge, by which larger constituents are 
formed, and Move, by which the formed constituents move to higher positions in the hierarchy 
to fulfil some specific syntactic purposes. When the elements have undergone the operations of 
Merge and Move they are spelled out into phonetic forms (PF) and logical forms (LF). In light 
of this, we argue that NA verbs start out as roots in the head of VP before merging with the 
vocalic affixes in the head of Tax-AspP to satisfy the subjectverb agreement requirements and 
mark the aspect features. Perfective verb forms must then continue to move to T to merge with 
the past tense abstract features while imperfective forms stay in Tax-AspP. The thematic subject 
is generated in Spec,VP; it may stay there to derive the VSO order, or move higher to derive 
the SVO order. The findings show that obligatory movements indicate interactions between the 
functional categories of TP, Tax-AspP and VP: NA verbal roots obligatorily move to Tax-Asp to 
derive (im)perfective forms; perfectives obligatorily move to T. 

INTRODUCTION

NA clauses show VSO and SVO word orders. The aim of 
this paper is to explore how these different word orders are 
formed and what the basic word order is. To achieve this 
aim, the paper focuses on the obligatory movement of (im)
perfective verb forms, and argues that this movement, being 
obligatory, derives the basic VSO order. Movement opera-
tions and the agreement system are two of the great myster-
ies of natural languages; they occur by distinct operations 
but they work together to enhance human languages with 
enormous expressive power (Miyagawa, 2009). They occur 
in Najdi Arabic (henceforth, NA) to fulfil some linguistic 
purposes by which verb forms inflect for aspect, represent-
ing perfective or imperfective forms, and for full agreement 
with their subjects, which may also move to positions higher 
than the verb forms. How and why does the verb movement 
occur in NA?

The X-bar theory considers the relations between basic 
elements of a verbal clause: (V)erb, (S)ubject, and (O)bject. 
The subject (S) is the specifier of the verb (V). The verb 
(V) is the head (H) and the object (O) is the complement of 
the head. This relation suggests a SubjectVerb-Object word 
order (SVO). This is on a par with Kayne’s (1994: 47) claim 
that all languages present “S-H-C order” where S-H-C stand 
for Specifier, Head and Complement respectively. However, 
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we argue in this paper that the movement of the verbal root 
from V to a higher position is obligatory, so that the verb 
inflects for aspect and shows full subject-verb agreement. 
The subject movement is optional, so it can stay in situ, in 
the specifier position of the VP shell. The obligatory move-
ment of the verbal root with the subject in situ derives the 
basic VSO order in NA. When the subject moves higher than 
the verb position, the SVO order is achieved. It is import-
ant to emphasize that investigating the possible word order 
structures in NA will take us far afield, so the paper limits 
its attention to the obligatory movement of the verb forms, 
which in turn shows the basic word order. Then it shows how 
an alternative word order may be derived.

The paper is organized as follows. The following section 
briefly presents an overview of NA and its syntax. Section 3 
throws light on some basic assumptions and findings within 
the Minimalist Program (MP) that help in examining the NA 
verb movement operation. Section 4 and its three sub-sec-
tions explore the NA verb and subject movement operations, 
and Section 4 concludes the paper. 

SYNTAX OF NAJDI ARABIC

Classical Arabic is a VSO language, but some Arabic dia-
lects are SVO (Hassan, 1987). Sometimes clauses can show 
the VOS order. Traditionally, Arabic clauses are classified 
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according to the first word in the clause (Ryding, 2005). 
Thus, clauses starting with a noun phrase are nominal 
clauses, and clauses starting with verbs are verbal clauses. 
This proposes that NA has two main word-order clause 
types. The first type is a subject-initial clause (SVO), also 
known as a nominal clause (ʤumla ismiyah). Clauses of this 
type begin with a noun or a noun phrase known as mubtadaa 
(Topic), which is followed by a complement, xabar (Com-
ment), as shown in example (1a) below. The second type 
of clauses is a verb-initial clause (VSO), also known as a 
verbal clause (ʤumla fiʕliyah). Clauses of this type begin 
with a verb followed by a noun or a noun phrase, i.e., a 
subject, as in (1b). There are differences between classical 
Arab grammarians and many contemporary linguists with 
respect to the analysis of the nominal and verbal clauses. 
Classical Arab grammarians distinguish between clauses 
containing verbal predicates and clauses containing nonver-
bal predicates. This results in exhibiting different structures. 
This classical view of nominal clauses has been adopted 
by some contemporary linguists (Ingham 1994). Contrary, 
contemporary linguists argue that both clause types are 
theoretically verbal/Tensed in their derivational structure. 
Verbless clauses seem to have undergone some auxiliary 
verb deleting processes due to the force of some generative 
syntactic operations, e.g. Topic fronting with the auxiliary 
being null in present time references (see for example, Al 
Zahrani, 2013; 2014a, 2014b). This argument has led to the 
assumption that all Arabic clauses must have either an overt 
or covert verbal form. This is on a par with the findings of 
the growing literature on Arabic dialects; see for example, 
Aoun et al. (2010), Al Zahrani (2013, 2016), to mention a 
few. Now, we turn to some examples showing the different 
subject-verb orders in NA. 

The examples in (1) exhibit different word orders. Notice 
that each example contains a subject, a verb, and a comple-
ment with different affixes attached to the verbal root r.s.m 
‘to draw’.  
(1) a. Badr ya-rsim ʔl-baħar (SVO)

Badr Imf. 
3SG.M-draw

Det-sea

“Badr draws the sea.”
b. ya-rsim Badr ʔl-baħar (VSO)

Imf. 
3SG.M-draw 

Badr Det-sea

“Badr draws the sea.”
c. ʔl-banat ya-rsim-an ʔl-baħar (SVO)

Det-girls Imf. 3PL.F-
draw-3PL.F

Det-sea

“The girls draw the sea.”
d. ya-rsim-an ʔl-banat ʔl-baħar (VSO)

Imf. 3PL.F-
draw-3PL.F

Det-girls Det-sea

“The girls draw the sea.”
e. *ya-rsim ʔl-banat ʔl-baħar (VSO)

Imf. 3SG.M-
draw

Det-girls Det-sea

Examples (1a & 1c) are SVO clauses. They show the top-
ics (mubtada) Badr and ʔlbanat followed by the verb yarsim 
‘he draws’ and yarsiman ‘they draw’ respectively. Examples 
(1b & 1d) are VSO clauses showing the verb forms followed 
by their subjects. Each clause in (1) shows full agreement 
between the verbs and their thematic subjects. The affixes 
attached to the verb forms show the inflectional markers of 
person, gender, and number features. The affixes in (1a & 
1b) agree with the third person singular masculine subject 
Badr; whereas the affixes in (1c & 1d) mark the third person 
plural feminine subject ʔl-banat ‘the girls’. Example (1e) is 
ungrammatical due to the absence of verb-subject agreement.

What is important to our discussion is that NA clauses 
show full subject-verb agreement irrespective of the clause 
word order, be it SVO or VSO. This suggests a difference 
between Classical/Standard Arabic (C/SA) and NA. The 
agreement between the verb and its thematic subject in C/
SA is either full or partial. This agreement variation in C/
SA is due to the fact that agreement in these varieties of Ara-
bic is highly affected by the word order (Aoun et al. 2010). 
Consider the SA examples in (2) where VS clauses exhibit 
partial agreement where only the person and gender features 
are marked (2a). Contrary, SV clauses exhibit full agreement 
through the suffix, which marks the person, gender, and 
number features (2b). 

(2) a. ðahab-a ʔl-ʔwlad-u (VS word order)
go-Pef.M  Det-boys-Nom.
 “The boys went.”
Lit: [went the boys]

b. ʔl-ʔwlad-u ðahab-u (SV word order)
 Det-boys-Nom go-Pef. 3PL.M.

‘The boys went.’

In (2a), the suffix -a is attached to the verb ðahab ‘go’ 
to express the past tense interpretation and to agree par-
tially with the third-person masculine subject ʔlʔwladu ‘the 
boys’. There is no indication for the plural number. On the 
other hand, the suffix –u in (2b) is attached to the verb to 
mark the full agreement of the third-person plural masculine 
subject ʔlʔwladu ‘the boys’. The examples in (2) show that 
SA shows full and partial agreement according to the sub-
ject-verb word order. Unlike SA, the examples from NA in 
(1) show that there is always full subject-verb agreement in 
both orders (AlQahtani, 2016).

We have, so far, noticed how the affixes exhibit sub-
ject-verb agreement features in NA; however, they can also 
mark some aspectual properties as shown in (3) and (4). 

(3) Ali   kitab   ʔl-waʤib
Ali write.Pef.3SG.M Det-homework

“Ali wrote the homework.”

(4) Ali   ya-ktib ʔl-waʤib
Ali   Imf.3SG.M-write   Det-homework

“Ali writes the homework.”
In (3), the verb kitab ‘he wrote’ expresses that the 

action is completed (perfective); whereas in (4), the verb 
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yaktib ‘he writes’ expresses that the action is uncompleted 
(imperfective). The perfective and imperfective verb forms 
in (3) ad (4) have inflected for person, number, gender, and 
aspect, and they are associated with past and present time ref-
erences. Having said this, we follow Al Zahrani (2013) in his 
assumptions that that there are two main kinds of verb forms: 
perfective verb forms, which express completed actions 
and are associated with past-time reference, and imperfec-
tive verb forms which express uncompleted actions and are 
almost always associated with present-time reference. These 
two verb forms, as shown below, are created by the obliga-
tory movement of verbal roots to merge with aspectual and 
agreement prefixes and suffixes, which may also create a 
vocalic change in the syllabic structure of the root. 

To apply this, we assume that NA perfective forms are 
derived by adding personal suffixes to a verbal root, e.g. 
ktib-aw ‘they.M wrote’. Notice that the third person singu-
lar masculine features are morphologically unmarked. The 
most used pattern for the perfective form is [C1.i.C2.a.C3] as 
kitab (he wrote) or sometimes [C1.a.C2.a.C3] ragad (he slept). 
Imperfective verb forms are derived by adding a prefix to 
the unmarked perfective masculine form ktib (he wrote); the 
resulting forms are ya-ktib ‘he writes’, ʔ-ktib ‘I write’ and 
ta-ktib ‘she writes’. A prefix, on the one hand, and a personal 
suffix, on the other hand, are both needed to form the sec-
ond and third person plural masculine/feminine forms, e.ge, 
ya-ktib-un ‘they write’. Now the paper moves to discuss the 
movement operations.

MOVEMENT WITHIN THE MINIMALIST 
PROGRAM
In the minimalist program (MP), Agree and Merge are the 
two basic motivating operations of movement. The first 
basic operation is Agree, which forms a relation between 
two constituents. Merge, the second operation, is responsi-
ble for forming structures by taking two elements X and Y 
and putting them together to form a new structure Z (X Y). 
According to Chomsky (2000, 2001), the two syntactic items 
are ‘Probe’ and ‘Goal’. The probe triggers the goal it c-com-
mands, hence agreement occurs. Noam Chomsky (2000, 
2001) summarises Agree using the following conditions:

 a can agree with b if and only if:
a. a and b carry matching features;
b. b is the closest goal to a;
c. a c-commands b (meaning that a is higher than b in the 

tree structure or at the same height).
Head movement in syntax has been the subject of strong 

debate in literature for years. Travis (1984), Chomsky (1986) 
and Pollock (1989) argue that head movement can be briefly 
explained as raising the head Y of YP to the head X of XP, 
when XP is dominating YP. A brief illustration is presented 
in Tree 1. 

In Tree 1, the head Y can move higher to the head X as 
XP is dominating the projection YP. Recent developments 
within the MP, particularly by Chomsky (1995), provide a 
possible solution that does not depend on phonological defi-
ciency. According to Chomsky (1995), tense is specified for 
the categorical features. This accounts for the dependency 

between tense and the subject (EPP) on the one hand, and 
tense and the verb on the other. The dependency between 
tense and the subject explains why subject moves to Spec,TP 
and the dependency between tense and the verb explains V 
movement to T (Aoun et al 2010 P:33).

Turning to NA, a dialect showing VSO and SVO word 
orders as shown in Section 2, this paper examines the syntac-
tic behaviour of the two types of NA verb forms where verb 
movement operation is required by projections higher than the 
VP shell in which verbal roots are base generated. For such an 
examination, the remaining part of this section summarizes 
the assumptions and arguments that this paper considers.

Arabic is a verb-raising language, in which the verb 
movement operation applies (Benmamoun, 2000; Fassi 
Fehri, 1993; Rahhali & Souali, 1997). The view that Ara-
bic varieties apply Verb-to-Tense movement is attributed to 
the assumption that Arabic has rich morphology (Bobaljik, 
2000; Ryding, 2005). To explain these fundamental aspects 
of syntax in this framework, agreement takes place for fea-
tures that an item needs to be checked and then moved. The 
literature shows that the verb in Arabic originates as a root in 
the VP and there is an abstract tense morpheme base-gener-
ated in the head of TP. The affixes observed on the verbs are 
reflexes of agreement features. Thus, as shown in Section 2, 
agreement features are marked by suffixes on perfective verb 
forms, and by a prefix indicating person properties and a suf-
fix indicating number properties in imperfective forms (see 
also, Aoun et al. 2010 and Al Zahrani, 2013). Agreement as a 
property of language is the focus of many current and recent 
studies in linguistics, and it (agreement) has been considered 
a fundamental feature of the syntactic derivation of a clause 
by many linguists Koopman and Sportiche (1991), McClos-
key (1996) Chomsky (2000, 2001). Noam Chomsky (2000, 
2001) holds that there is a correlation between rich agree-
ment and the position of the finite verb. The illustration of 
this view was first advanced in the Rich Agreement Hypoth-
esis (RAH) (Palmer, 1974) which states that a language with 
a high degree of agreement involves verb movement from its 
canonical position to T. NA is an example of a dialect with a 
such rich agreement as shown below.

The paper assumes the set of principles, conditions and 
constraints that are set in the theory, including the c-com-

Tree 1. Head Movement
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mand relationship and the HMCs, suggested by Travis 
(1984), which must be very precise with respect to verb 
movement. Aoun et al (2010), Benmamoun (2002) and Al 
Zahrani (2013) argue that that the imperfective form is the 
unmarked form and it appears in different contexts. The 
imperfective form does not particularly display the present 
tense. The present tense reference is just one of the imper-
fective interpretations that can occur, as investigated by 
some linguists (including Al Zahrani, 2013; Bahloul, 1994; 
Ouhalla, 1993). Arabic has a TP projection in all main 
tenses, i.e. past, present, and future. Dominating the TP is 
the CP layer for which Radford (2009) holds that each com-
plete clause has a null or overt CP layer. Benmamoun (1992) 
holds that Tense Projection (TP), which is located between 
CP and VP, is projected separately from the verb and head-
ing its own projection. Al Zahrani (2013) claims that Arabic 
functional categories include Tense, Aspect, and Taxis. The 
latter category has been suggested by Bahloul (1994, 2008) 
for Classical/Modern Standard Arabic structures, and then 
adopted in more recent work such as Al Zahrani’s (2013, 
2014a, 2014b, 2016, 2018) for Hijazi Arabic verbal struc-
tures. Bahloul combines the Taxis and Aspect projections 
into one: Tax-AspP where verbs move to check their tax-
is-aspect features. While Aspect refers to the progression or 
completeness of the action, Taxis refers to the action time 
with respect to utterance time. Bahloul (2008) and Al Zah-
rani (2013) hold that the Arabic Taxis-aspect features are 
represented through the different (vocalic) affixes attached 
to the different forms of the verbs. For example, the vocalic 
affix (a.a.) appears on the unmarked form of the perfective to 
express the completion of the action, which, in turn, is asso-
ciated with past time reference. In like fashion, the vocalic 
affix (ya.i.) appears on the unmarked form of the imperfec-
tive to express the incompletion of the action, which may 
suggest a non-past time reference. 

Following the assumptions outlined by Speas (1986), 
Mohammad (1989), and Koopman and Sportiche (1991) in 
regard to the Internal Subject Hypothesis, and by Al Zahrani 
(2013) in regard to Arabic verbs, the paper assumes that the 
structure of the clause begins in the VP shell where a verbal 
root originates in the head of VP and its subject originates 
in Spec, VP. The verb form, be it perfective or imperfec-
tive, does not carry tense features. Arabic past and present 
tenses are not expressed solely by the verb, but by abstract 
morphemes located in T and the verbs forms are associated 
with different tense interpretations (Al Zahrani, 2013). This 
claim is evidenced by the fact that an imperfective form can 
occur in many aspectual and temporal contexts where the 
form does not encode the present tense (Bahloul, 1994) and 
(Ouhalla, 1993). 

Furthermore, the practice of the MP syntactic theory 
proposed by Chomsky (1995, 2000, 2001) and its further 
advancements depends mainly on that the grammar of a 
language consists basically of lexicon. Forming a clause 
requires selecting its suitable words from the lexicon. Then, 
the selected words undergo a number of syntactic operations 
including the Merge and Move operations. The Merge oper-
ation forms larger constituents while the Move operation 

requires those constituents to move to other positions in the 
hierarchy according to some specific syntactic purposes. The 
resulting constituents are then spelled out into PF (phonetic 
form) and LF (logical form).

 In light of this overview of the literature and on what 
we have adopted for the study of this paper, the structure 
of NA clauses consists of the following elements. CP domi-
nates TP that dominates AspP that dominates Tax-AspP that 
dominates VP. The CP layer indicates the force of the clause, 
i.e. declarative, interrogative, etc.; it is occupied by a null 
or overt complementizer. However, as this paper does not 
include any elements occupying CP, we will not include it 
in the discussion. TP is the locus of the abstract tense fea-
tures. Tax-AspP containing Taxis, which indicates the time 
of action, and Aspect, which indicates the completeness of 
the event indicated by the verb form. Tax-AspP c-commands 
VP and is the projection responsible for checking phi fea-
tures through the affixes attached to the verbal roots. This 
explains why the full agreement is realized between the verb 
and its thematic subject. The VP shell contains the verbal 
roots in V, and its arguments: the thematic subject, which is 
base-generated in the specifier position of VP, and the com-
plement of the head of VP. These projections appear in the 
hierarchy in Tree 2.

Tree 2 presents the main hierarchy of NA clause struc-
ture. The clause starts originally in the VP shell. The verb 
is in a trilateral form root in V. The subject is in Spec,VP 
and the DP object is the complement of the verb. Tax-AspP 
carries the vocalic affixes and phi features which trigger the 
verb (in V) to undergo some movement operation to Tax-
AspP and then undergo some merge operation where its 
root merges with the vocalic affixes. The TP layer includes 
T which carries the tense feature. This tense feature can be 
strong or weak as shown below. Finally, the CP layer marks 

Tree 2. Main hierarchy of NA
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the force of the clause, e.g., declarative/interrogative. The 
next section examines some data and shows how head move-
ment occurs in NA.

Movement Operation in NA

Given that Arabic basic word order is VSO, and SVO is an 
alternative word order (Fassi Fehri, 1993), Ingham (1994) 
holds that, in NA, the VSO order is used to the same degree 
as it is in Classical Arabic. It is considered the unmarked 
word order and it is used in daily spoken language among 
Najdi people. As explained in Section 3 above, the verb 
originates as a root in the VP shell. The need for expressing 
tense-related phi features requires the verbal root to undergo 
some movement operation to a position higher than V as 
shown in the next sub-section.

Movement Operation Deriving VSO Structures

Consider the verb forms in (5) and (6).

(5) sakkar-at Reema addreeʃah
close-Pef. 3SG.F Reema Det.window

“Reema closed the window.”

(6) t-sakkir Reema addreeʃah
Imf.3SG.F-close Reema Det.window

“Reema closes the window.”
In (5), the verb sakkar-at is the perfective form of the 

root s.k.r. The suffix –at is added to the verb to fulfil the 
agreement features between the subject Reema and the verb. 
The perfective form expresses the completion of the notion 
of (closing the window), so it is associated with the time 
reference of the action, which is past. Reema is the subject 
and addreeʃah ‘the window’ is the complement of the verb. 

In (6), t-sakkir is the imperfective form of the root s.k.r. 
The prefix t– marks the third person singular feminine fea-
tures of the subject Reema. The verb in this clause shows that 
the action is not completed and the reference time is present. 
Examples (5) and (6) are represented in Tree (3) and Tree (4) 
respectively.

Tree 3 and Tree 4 show that the clause structures start 
from the VP shell, i.e., the verb and its arguments are in the 
VP layer. The verbal root s.k.r is base-generated in V. The 
subject Reema is the argument of the verb. According to the 
Internal Subject Hypothesis (ISH) suggested by Koopman 
and Sportiche (1991) and its advancement by McCloskey 
(1996, 1997), the subject occupies Spec,VP, which is pre-
ceding the verb position. The object addreeʃah ‘the window’ 
is the complement of the verb. As stated earlier in Section 3, 
agree is one of the most important motivating operation of 
verb movement, so the verbal root is obligatory required to 
move to Tax-Asp where it can infect for agreement with its 
subject: Reema – third person singular feminine. The Tax-
AspP projection is the position where verbal roots inflect for 
aspect and agreement. Tax-AspP in Tree 3 shows that the 
action of closing the window is completed, and it also indi-
cates the time reference: past. Tax-AspP in Tree 4 shows that 
the action of closing the window is not completed, which, 

in turn, suggests that the time reference is present. The tax-
is-aspectual features, time reference properties and agree-
ment features are indicated through the suffix –at in Tree 3, 
and the prefix t- in Tree 4. This explains why the verbal root 
is required to move to Tax-AspP and merge with the vocalic 
melodies [a.a.at] to form a larger constituent – namely, the 
verb sakkar-at ‘she closed’ and [t.a.i] t-sakkir ‘she closes’ in 
Tress 3 and Tree 4 respectively. Without these two obligatory 
operations: movement of the verbal root and agreement with 
the subject, the interpretation of the clause will be merely 
limited. This explains why Miyagawa (2009) claims that 
without movement and agreement human language would 
be no more than a shadow of itself with serious and extreme 
limitations on expressing human thought.

After the taxis-aspectual features and subject-verb agree-
ment have taken place in Tax-AspP, the past tense feature 
needs to be hosted by an appropriate perfective form occu-
pying T: the locus of tense. Hence, the past tense features 
trigger the perfective verb form to move from Tax-Asp to T. 
This suggests that the past tense feature is strong. 

It is important to recall that the verb forms have avoided 
violating the HMC principle. Thus, the perfective verb has 
undergone a successive-cyclic movement from V to T via 
Tax-Asp. As for the imperfective form, it is also important to 
notice that the Arabic present tense feature (in T) is weak so 

Tree 3. Perfective Verb Movement

Tree 4. Imperfective Verb Movement
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it does not trigger an imperfective verb form to move higher. 
Consequently, non-past verb forms (i.e. imperfective forms) 
represent the unmarked forms of the verbs as they do not 
need to move to T (see Al Zahrani (2013) for more details). 
The [+V] feature, which is only in the past tense, triggers the 
verb to move to T (Aoun, Choueiri, & Benmamoun, 2010) 
to compose the VS word order, as the subject does not need 
to move. Rather, the subject stays in-situ within the thematic 
shell (Spec,VP) since the verb fulfils the agreement (Aoun 
et al., 2010). If this is the case, following Aoun et al (2010: 
50), we assume that Spec, TP is empty or occupied by a null 
expletive (proexp). The complement addreeʃah ‘the window’ 
stays in situ: as the complement of the head V; hence the 
derivation of the VSO clause. The point to be made here is 
that the VSO order is the unmarked word order in NA in that 
it is derived through an obligatory movement of the verbal 
root from V to Tax-Asp (and then to T if perfective) whereas 
the verb arguments stay in situ. Now, we move on to show 
the derivation of the SVO order.

Movement Operations Deriving SVO Structures

We have stated above that NA clauses exhibit two main word 
orders: VSO and SVO. We have also concluded in Section 
4.1 that the VSO order is the unmarked word order. This sec-
tion argues that the SVO order is an alternative word order. 
Consider the examples in (7a-b). They exhibit the SVO word 
order, which is an alternative version of the VSO represented 
in (5) & (6) above. 

(7) a.  Reema sakkar-at addreeʃah
Reema close-Pef. 3SG.F Det.window

“Reema closed the window.”

b. Reema  t-sakkir addreeʃah
 Reema  Imf.3SG.F-close Det.window

“Reema closes the window.”

Forming the SVO word order at this point means that the 
subject needs to move past the verb in the hierarchy. In other 
words, there should be some further movement operations in 
addition to the basic ones discussed in the previous section. 
There are different approaches to the investigation of the 
subject placement and its movement in the SVO word order. 
The dispute between the two approaches departs from the 
subject-generated position as shown in the next sub-heading.

Movement Operations for SVO within the Domain of TP

Following traditional grammar, Al-Balushi (2010, 2011), 
Al-Horais (2009), Soltan (2007, 2009) and AlQahtani (2016) 
argue that post-verbal DPs are the only subjects in Arabic 
verbal clauses whereas preverbal DPs are not. In other 
words, they claim that Spec,VP is the only subject position 
in VSO clauses; the preverbal DP in SVO clauses is a topic 
(mubtadaa), not a subject. Evidence for their claim springs 
from the full agreement between the preverbal DP and the 
verb. The preverbal DP is base generated in Spec,TP, and that 
the thematic subject position Spec,VP is occupied by null 

pro that co-indexes with the preverbal topic base-generated 
in Spec,TP. Hence, the verb shows full agreement through 
the morphemes (affixes) attached to it. This full agreement 
is what identifies the null subject (pro) in Spec,VP. Having 
assumed that the preverbal DP is a topic, the combination 
structure of the verb and its object is a predicate (xabar).

The other approach has been adopted by Al Zahrani 
(2013), Benmamoun (2000), Fassi Fehri (1993), & Koop-
man and Sportiche (1991) amongst others. They argue that 
the subject is originated in Spec,VP, and it may move to 
Spec,TP to form the alternative SVO word order. Once it has 
moved, it leaves a trace. Accordingly, the subject can have 
two positions within the hierarchy: Spec,VP or Spec,TP. 

Evidence in support of this claim, which we follow in this 
paper, springs from the Economy Condition of the Minimal-
ist Program that states that “syntactic structures should con-
tain as few words as possible, and syntactic operations should 
affect as few words as possible” (Radford, 2009: 56). There-
fore, movement should be as economic as possible and there 
should be no movement if it is not triggered by some syntac-
tic operations and/or requirements. While the movement of 
the subject to Spec,TP is obligatory in some languages, like 
French and English, to fulfil the EPP features and absorb the 
nominative case, it is optional in NA, as is the case in HA and 
some Arabic varieties where the subject absorbs the default 
nominative case in its thematic position: Spec,VP. The oblig-
atory movement of the subject to satisfy the EPP features and 
assign the nominative case in Spect,TP in some languages 
does not clash with the Economy Condition. Otherwise, if the 
subject stays in its thematic position (Spec,VP) and the verb 
moves to T in English, for instance, the resulting structure is 
VSO, which is an ungrammatical structure in English (Cf. 
*go I to school). However, if NA clauses can present the VSO 
word order and the subject can be assigned nominative case 
in its thematic position, there is no trigger for the subject to 
move to Spec,TP. Hence, it stays in-situ in Arabic. 

To conclude this view, the subject in NA absorbs its 
default nominative case in Spec,VP and the movement from 
Spec,VP to Spec,TP is optional, and once achieved, it forms 
an alternative word order, i.e., SVO, as the following lin-
ear representations in (8) show for the examples in (7a-b) 
respectively. 

(8a) [TP Reema [T sakkarat] [Tax-AspP sakkarat] [VP Reema [V s.k.r. [NP addreeʃah]]].

(8b) [TP Reema [T null] [Tax-AspP tsakkir] [VP Reema [ V s.k.r. [NP addreeʃah]]].

The linear representations in (8) show the following 
movement operations: (i) the successivecyclic movement of 
the perfective verb form from its base generated position in 
the head of VP to T via Tax-Asp (8a), (ii) the movement of 
the imperfective form from its base generated position in the 
head of VP to Tax-Asp; T is null (8b); (iii) the movement 
operation of the subject Reema from its original position in 
Spec,VP to Spec TP (8a-b) to derive the alternative SVO 
word order. These operations are represented in Tree (5) & 
Tree (6) below. 
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Trees 5 & 6 show the movement operations in the clauses 
containing a perfective and an imperfective verb form respec-
tively. After the verb movement has taken place, the subject 
moves to Spec,TP. In Tree 5, the perfective form moves to T 
via Tax-AspP. In Tree 6, the imperfective verb form moves 
only to Tax-AspP but not to T as the present tense feature 
does not require a morphological form in T. 

CONCLUSION

This current study has analysed some NA data to explore the 
obligatory verb movement operation that in turn derives the 
basic word structure: VSO. This exploration has resulted in 
proposing the derivation of the alternative SVO order. The 
analysis has shown that the derivation of clauses in NA starts 
out from the head of the VP shell, which is the basegenerated 
position of verbal roots. The thematic subject, which is the 
argument of the verb, is base-generated in Spec,VP. When 
the subject moves higher in the hierarchy, it ccommands the 
verb and it establishes an agreement relation with the verb. 
When the verb moves from its position in V to Tax-AspP it 
merges with the affixes located in Tax-AspP to inflect for 
aspectual and agreement features. If perfective, the strong 
past-tense feature located in T triggers the perfective verb 
form to move higher to T. It should be noted that the perfec-
tive verb obeys the HMC in that it moves in a successive-cy-
clic fashion to T via TaxAspP. The imperfective forms do 
not need to move to T because the latter does not require a 
morphological form if the tense is present. This, in turn, pro-
poses that imperfective forms constitute the unmarked form 

of the verbs. The alternative SVO word order is achieved by 
a further movement operation in which the subject moves 
higher than the verb. The resulting structure is the one where 
the subject moves from its position in Spec,VP to Spec,TP.
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